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Abstract—Audit systems maintain detailed logs of securityrelated events on enterprise machines to forensically analyze
potential incidents. In principle, these logs should be safely
stored in a secure location (e.g., network storage) as soon as
they are produced, but this incurs prohibitive slowdown to a
monitored machine. Hence, existing audit systems protect batched
logs asynchronously (e.g., after tens of seconds), but this allows
attackers to tamper with unprotected logs.
This paper presents H ARD L OG, a practical and effective
system that employs a novel audit device to provide fine-grained
log protection with minimal performance slowdown. H ARD L OG
implements criticality-aware log protection: it ensures that logs
are synchronously protected in the audit device before an
infrequent security-critical event is allowed to execute, but logs
are asynchronously protected on frequent non-critical events to
minimize performance overhead. Importantly, even on non-critical
events, H ARD L OG ensures bounded-asynchronous protection: it
sends log entries to the audit device within a tiny, bounded
delay from their creation using well-known real-time techniques.
To demonstrate H ARD L OG’s effectiveness, we prototyped an
audit device using commodity components and implemented
a reference audit system for Linux. Our prototype achieves
a bounded protection delay of 15 milliseconds at non-critical
events alongside undelayed protection at critical events. We also
show that, for diverse real-world programs, H ARD L OG incurs a
geometric mean performance slowdown of only 6.3%, hence it is
suitable for many real-world deployment scenarios.

I. I NTRODUCTION
System auditing is an essential security component of modern
enterprises. It requires keeping detailed logs of security-related
system events (e.g., root command execution and kernel module
installation) that occurred on each enterprise machine. These
system logs are the basis for critical analysis including endpoint
threat detection and post-mortem forensic analysis or attack
reconstruction [1]–[8].
Several recent concurrent trends increase the need for system
auditing. First, a pandemic-driven spike in remote work [9]
has made other auditing approaches infeasible. For instance,
enterprise network monitoring systems cannot protect machines
connected to home networks. Second, a surge in sophisticated
attacks [10], e.g., Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs), has lead
to recent high-profile system compromises [11]. In response,
strict auditing polices have been enacted at the enterprise
and government levels to ensure resilience by unconditionally
monitoring all machines. Notably, a recent US presidential
executive order on cybersecurity [12] specifically mentions that
government machines must maintain and protect system logs.
† Work done while this author was an intern at Microsoft Research.

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF H ARD L OG AND AUDIT SYSTEMS THAT PREVENT LOG
TAMPERING USING REMOTE STORAGE (RS), TAMPER - PROOF (TP) LOCAL
STORAGE , AND / OR TAMPER - EVIDENT (TE) INTEGRITY PROOFS .
Audit System
Properties
Log Availability
False Alarm
Perf. Slowdown
Storage Reuse
Secure Retrieval
Requirements
Secure Hardware
Kernel Change

RS (sync.)

TP (sync.)
[13]

TE+RS
[14]–[17]

H ARD L OG
[this work]

Fine
No
High
–
–

Fine
No
High
No
No

Coarse
Yes
Low/Med.1
Yes
Yes2

Fine
No
Low
Yes
Yes2

3

1 TE

systems [14]–[16] that protect integrity proofs using Trusted Execution
Environments (TEEs) incur extra overhead to invoke their respective TEE.
2 TE+RS systems and H ARD L OG ensure log retrieval under normal machine
operation (i.e., before system compromise).
3 TE systems compute integrity proofs inside the modified kernel to secure
these proofs against race condition attacks [17].

Unfortunately, a persistent hurdle to effective system auditing
is log tampering: once attackers have obtained root privileges
on a machine, they can easily modify or delete logs to
hide their compromise and subsequent malicious activities.
Of additional concern is that log tampering is wide-spread—
forensic analysts uncovered tampering evidence in 72% of
conducted attack investigations [18]. This is not surprising
because popular malware (e.g., BlackEnergy [19]) automatically
deletes logs [20], [21] to hide their tracks.
In principle, audit systems can prevent log tampering by
immediately storing each log entry in a secure location (i.e.,
remote storage [14], [22] or tamper-proof local storage [13]).
In practice, this results in unacceptable overheads given the
low performance of existing networking and storage devices
for large numbers of small messages. Thus, the audit systems
batch log entries for considerable amounts of time and store
far fewer, larger messages asynchronously. However, this delay
creates a time window for the attacker to tamper with the
batched events. Finally, if logs are stored in commercial tamperproof local storage devices [13], which lack authentication
and storage reusability, administrators are unable to remotely
manage logs (i.e., securely retrieve and discard old logs).
Traditionally, the main defense against log tampering has
been tamper-evident auditing [14]–[17], [23], [24]. These

systems maintain a cryptographic integrity proof which is real-time techniques [33], such as task preemption, controlled
updated for every new event [25]–[30] and allows a verifier to resource usage, and bounded thread execution.
ascertain that the logs have not been tampered with. However,
We prototyped an audit device using a commodity developsuch systems do not prevent the attacker from interfering with ment board, ROCKPro64 [34], to demonstrate its feasibility
forensics by deleting logs. They also produce false alarms and deployability (§VII). Our prototype receives logs from a
since benign system crashes typically result in failed integrity monitored machine’s kernel audit components through a USB
checks [14], [16], [23], [24]. Table I briefly summarizes existing On-The-Go (OTG) interface. Our prototype is only one possible
audit system properties and limitations.
implementation—vendors can implement custom cost-effective
This paper presents H ARD L OG, an audit system that uses a devices based on H ARD L OG’s specifications.
novel audit device with tamper-proof storage to protect system
We analyze the security of H ARD L OG thoroughly (§VIII).
logs. H ARD L OG enables the following properties:
Also, we stress-test H ARD L OG’s log protection pipeline to
P1 Fine-grained log availability. H ARD L OG ensures that log show that, even under extreme stress, H ARD L OG ensures fineentries are protected either synchronously or within a tiny, grained log availability for non-critical events within 15 ms
bounded delay from their creation. Our prototype achieves alongside ensuring full log protection for critical events.
We evaluate H ARD L OG’s performance using microbencha 15 ms bounded delay which is significantly smaller than
marks
such as lmbench [35], and on popular applications such
the amount of time the state-of-the-art log deletion attack
as
Firefox
[36], GNU Octave [37], NGINX [38], Redis [39],
requires to succeed [17].
memcached
[40], SQLite [41], 7-Zip [42], and OpenSSL [43].
P2 No false tamper alarms. H ARD L OG secures logs in its
H
ARD L OG ’s geometric mean overhead across these applicaprotected audit device rather than detects tampering. Thus,
tions is 6.3%, which is comparable to that of widely-deployed
administrators are not burdened with false tamper alarms.
audit systems [44]. The source code of our prototype is publicly
P3 Modest performance slowdown. H ARD L OG introduces
available at https://github.com/microsoft/HardLog.
modest overhead to a monitored machine. Our prototype
only incurs a geometric mean slowdown of 6.3% over
II. BACKGROUND ON S YSTEM AUDITING
non-audited execution on diverse real-world programs.
System auditing (also sometimes referred to as system
P4 Remote device management. H ARD L OG allows remote logging or system monitoring) refers to employing the operating
administrators to securely manage logs under normal opera- system to maintain a history of security-related events that
tion (i.e., before system compromise). After a compromise, occurred on a machine. Such events include the execution of
H ARD L OG keeps the logs safe until the system is recovered system calls and root commands by users or processes, failed
at which time they can be securely retrieved again.
login attempts, and kernel module installations. This history
Our design includes deployment-friendly specifications for is recorded as logs where each log entry describes a securitya tamper-proof audit device (§VI-B). These specifications related event through useful information like a timestamp,
enable flexible device-based access control policies like append- process or user context, and system call parameters.
only log storage and authenticated deletion, and mutuallyIn enterprise settings, forensic analysis and periodic machine
authenticated secure connections with administrators for remote health check are two of the most important use cases of
log retrieval. Importantly, the specifications only require system auditing. Forensic analysis is crucial to answering
commodity hardware, making it simple for hardware vendors questions including how an attack was carried out or how the
to (a) integrate an audit device on future main boards (e.g., machine should be patched. Moreover, system administrators
for enterprise laptops) and (b) manufacture standalone audit routinely (e.g., every day) retrieve logs to check an enterprise
devices that can be attached to existing machines.
machine’s health (e.g., check machine compromise status or
H ARD L OG implements criticality-aware log protection to suspicious program behavior). Although system auditing is also
avoid the performance impact of synchronously protecting all used for real-time attack detection, this paper focuses only on
logs while maintaining effectiveness (§VI-C). In particular, forensic analysis and periodic machine health checks (§V).
H ARD L OG classifies forensically-relevant system events as
III. M OTIVATION
critical and non-critical. Critical events are infrequent events
that are known precursors to attacks (e.g., binary execution) [1],
A significant concern for system auditing is log tampering—
[31], [32]. H ARD L OG synchronously protects logs collected so once attackers obtain root privileges on a machine, they can
far on critical events to ensure likely compromises are always modify or delete system logs, thus creating non-trivial hurdles
logged, and asynchronously protects logs on the frequent non- for attack reconstruction and forensic analysis. This section
critical events (e.g., file access) to maintain performance.
describes how existing approaches try to address log tampering
Importantly, despite asynchronously protecting logs on non- and why they have limitations.
critical events, H ARD L OG provides bounded-asynchronous
protection guarantees—all log entries for non-critical events A. Synchronous Log Protection and its Limitations
are protected within a tiny bounded delay from the events’
Log tampering is prevented by synchronously storing logs—
execution (§VI-D). To achieve such bounded delay on mass as soon as a log entry is produced for a security-related
market hardware, H ARD L OG employs various well-known event and before the event is allowed to execute—in a secure
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To enable trust in asynchronously stored logs, existing
audit systems [14], [15], [17], [23], [51] implement tamperevident mechanisms to detect log tampering. In particular, they
synchronously create an integrity proof for each log entry [25]–
1 block (512 B)
2000 blocks (1 MB)
[30]. When entries are consumed for analysis, their integrity is
Device
Elapsed
Throughput
Elapsed
Throughput
∗
checked using the corresponding proofs. If the integrity proof
interface
(µs)
(blocks/s)
(µs)
(blocks/s)
does not match or the proof has been deleted, the audit systems
PCIe 3.0 x4
19.4
54k
534.9
4194k (78×)
consider that the machine is compromised.
PCIe 2.0 x4
35.2
30k
1253.1
1634k (54×)
USB 3.0
90.4
12k
4378.9
489k (41×)
Coarse-grained log availability. Existing audit systems, even
∗ These measurements were performed on the machines we used for implewith a tamper-evident detection mechanism, do not provide
mentation and evaluation (§VII and §IX). For the PCIe 3.0 and USB 3.0
fine-grained guarantees on log availability. Hence, they deprive
experiments, we connected NVMe SSDs to the main machine using respective administrators of the ability to analyze attacks. For instance,
links (specifications listed in §VII-A). For the PCIe 2.0 experiment, we
connected an NVMe SSD to the other machine using the link (specifications some systems only guarantee 10 s old log availability [14]. Such
listed in §VII-B). Each interface measurement was averaged over 2000 runs. coarse guarantees fail to prevent an adversary from clearing
attack traces in system logs—a motivated attacker only needs
a few hundred milliseconds to clear its trace from logs [17].
location that a compromised machine cannot access, such
False tamper alarms. Existing audit systems that use tamperas a network storage server [45]–[47] or a local tamperevident mechanisms tend to produce false tamper alarms after
proof storage device (e.g., Write Once Read Many (WORM)
benign crashes [14], [16], [23], [24]. This is concerning because
drives [13]). Unfortunately, both solutions incur a prohibitive
(a) system crashes are common [52], [53] and (b) administrators
slowdown. Tamper-proof local storage devices also require
are already fatigued by many false threat alarms [7].
constant physical device management, which is impractical in
False alarms are raised when existing systems are terminated
remote scenarios (e.g., work from home employee machines).
mid-computation due to a kernel panic or audit software crash,
Prohibitive performance slowdown. Both network and local which causes transient in-memory integrity proofs or logs to
storage provide low throughput for storing small messages due be lost. This results in incorrect integrity check failures. It is
to high communication latencies [48] and setup cost. For in- non-trivial to differentiate integrity check failures from benign
stance, when sending small (512 B) and large (1 MB) messages crashes and log tampering incidents [24], particularly because
through various device communication interfaces available on the administrator cannot perform conclusive forensic analysis
our evaluation machines, the large messages showed up to 78× using these potentially tampered logs.
higher throughput than the small ones (Table II). Since modern
IV. D ESIGN P RINCIPLES
machines can produce hundreds of thousands of log entries
each second [14], synchronously storing each entry (usually
Motivated by the limitations of log protection in existing
smaller than 512 B) while pausing event execution incurs a audit systems (§III), this section presents three design principles
prohibitive performance slowdown to monitored systems.
for a practical and effective audit system.
Physical device management. Another problem with comA. Criticality-Aware Log Protection
mercial tamper-proof storage devices (e.g., WORM drives [49],
Events differ in their ability to indicate possible compromise.
[50]) is that they require constant physical access, which
does not correspond to accelerated remote work trends. These We classify them into (a) critical or (b) non-critical events, and
devices do not allow remote administrators to securely retrieve provide different log protection guarantees accordingly.
We define critical events as binary execution or permission
logs or reuse device storage. In particular, the administrator
must ask a potentially compromised operating system to retrieve change events (e.g., execve and setuid system calls) whose inlogs from the device and there is no proof that the logs were trinsic system role is to enable code execution. After extensively
retrieved from the tamper-proof device. Moreover, these devices analyzing real-world attacks and exploit payloads [54]–[56],
are built for archival purposes; hence, they only provide write- previous studies [1], [31], [32] show that attackers mostly use
once use and must be physically replaced when they are full. critical events to execute malicious code at high privilege (e.g.,
to tamper with logs stored in host kernel memory). To prevent
B. Asynchronous Log Protection and its Limitations
a critical event from corrupting logs, we should synchronously
Given the performance cost of synchronously storing logs, protect all logs stored in the host before executing the critical
all existing commercial and academic audit systems implement event. This synchronous protection ensures that the full attack
asynchronous log protection—log entries are gathered in trace is available if the attacker takes control at a critical
memory buffers while allowing the immediate execution of event. Critical events are infrequent (according to our evaluation
corresponding events and periodically sent to a secure location in §IX-D); hence, the performance impact of synchronously
in large blocks after lengthy intervals (e.g., tens of seconds). protecting logs at such events is low and limited in time.
However, since an adversary can tamper with logs within
We define non-critical events as events whose intrinsic
hundreds of milliseconds [17] after initiating an attack, it is system role is not to enable code execution, but they are
challenging to trust such logs without additional protection.
forensically-relevant because attackers use them to prepare
TABLE II
T IME TO INDIVIDUALLY SEND DIFFERENT DATA SIZES THROUGH VARIOUS
DEVICE INTERFACES USING THE dd COMMAND WITH DIRECT I/O.
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attack payloads. Examples include file access (e.g., read) and
network operations (e.g., sendmsg). These events frequently
occur in many program executions (according to our evaluation
in §IX-D). Hence, given their less critical nature and high
frequency, non-critical log entries should be buffered and protected asynchronously (i.e., without blocking thread execution)
to limit their impact on performance. The buffered log entries
are protected at a critical event or periodically (§IV-B).

Host machine
Host machine
Logger Service

logs

Logger Service

query
Admin

Admin

result

result

Storage
(a) Existing audit systems.

B. Bounded-Asynchronous Non-Critical Log Protection

logs

query

Audit
device
(b) H ARD L OG.

Fig. 1. Comparison between system auditing models of widely-used existing
audit systems [44] and H ARD L OG.

In rare scenarios, even non-critical events can enable code
execution and allow the attacker to tamper with logs. Imagine
a catastrophic vulnerability in the read system call, resulting
in arbitrary code execution. Therefore, we should protect all
buffered non-critical log entries within a small bounded time
interval. This protection ensures that the attack trace up to
a bounded time interval before the attacker takes control at
a non-critical event is available. In practice, as long as the
bounded interval is small, an overwhelming portion of the
attack trace is available for forensic analysis (§VIII-B).

and compatibility problems. For example, operating systems
like Windows already leverage the hypervisor layer [59].
Given that the most feasible existing option already requires
extra hardware (i.e., virtualization with a separate storage
device), we design new hardware that avoids its drawbacks. If
the new hardware enables remote management and implements
internal storage access control, it can (a) avoid system overhead
when not in use, (b) have a clear small attack surface, and (c) be
compatible with operating systems that are already virtualized.

C. Local Log Storage with Remote Management

Protecting logs against host machine compromise requires
V. T HREAT M ODEL
the logs to be stored beyond the reach of the operating system.
This paper considers a remote adversary who can comproThis storage location must be persistent to avoid losing logs on
mise
the operating system on an audited machine. Such an adsystem crashes. Moreover, since many machines are remote,
versary
obtains a non-privileged foothold on the machine (e.g.,
the administrator is expected to manage the protected logs
through
a vulnerable network-facing process) and exploits a
remotely. In particular, remote administrators should be able
privilege
escalation vulnerability in the operating system. The
to (a) securely retrieve logs and (b) discard stored logs when
vulnerability
exploit must (a) overcome standard defense mechthey are not needed anymore to reuse storage.
anisms,
such
as Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR)
Since commercial tamper-proof devices lack remote manageand
non-executable
pages, which takes time, and (b) execute
ment capabilities (§III-A), the remaining options are remote
security-related
events
that are logged by the audit system. The
network storage or virtualization (e.g., trusted hypervisors or
logs
are
kept
in
a
place
(e.g., kernel memory) inaccessible to
nested kernel [57]). These options make different trade-offs
non-privileged
processes.
However, once privilege escalation
between performance, overhead when not in use, attack surface,
is
achieved,
the
adversary
attempts to tamper with logs as a
system compatibility, and extra hardware requirements.
forensic
countermeasure.
The feasibility of remote network storage depends on the
Prior to operating system compromise, the audited machine is
host’s network connection quality. Generally, network connectrusted
and configured honestly (i.e., no rootkits or backdoors).
tions are too slow and unreliable in remote workplaces (e.g.,
Hence,
the operating system correctly logs all security-related
employee homes) for this option to be feasible.
events
and
complies with all requests (e.g., task and resource
Remote storage problems are avoided by storing logs locally.
prioritization)
made by the audit system.
If logs are stored in the machine’s existing storage, the storage
We
assume
that
the adversary cannot compromise or corrupt
must be virtualized to restrict the operating system’s access.
the
external
audit
device
storing the logs even after the operating
However, such virtualization degrades throughput and latency
system
is
compromised.
We discuss the device’s concise and
noticeably for every operating system storage access, which is
confined
attack
surface
in
§VIII-C. We ignore any log entries
highly undesirable. Single Root Input/Output Virtualization (SRgenerated
after
an
operating
system compromise because they
IOV) [58] reduces this overhead, but only few server storage
are
not
trustworthy.
In
addition,
like prior audit systems, we do
devices implement it. A simpler alternative is a separate storage
not
consider
physical
attacks
and
make standard assumptions
device for logs and allowing the operating system pass-through
that
the
adversary
is
unable
to
break
cryptographic protocols
access to its existing storage device. Nevertheless, this requires
and
compromise
key
management.
an extra dedicated storage device for logs.
Virtualization also imposes a non-negligible performance
VI. H ARD L OG D ESIGN
tax on the operating system, even if logging is disabled. For
instance, the nested kernel (generally faster than trusted hyperH ARD L OG is an audit system that leverages our proposed
visors) imposes up to a 20% performance penalty if invoked principles (§IV) to enable practical and effective log protection.
frequently [57]. Further, trusted hypervisors have attack surface With H ARD L OG, an audited host machine stores its logs for
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security-related events in a new local audit device, which board to demonstrate its feasibility (§VII). Note that vendors
prevents overwrite of previous logs and allows remote adminis- routinely implement extra security hardware (e.g., Trusted
trators to securely retrieve logs and reuse storage (§VI-A). We Platform Module (TPM) [60], Microsoft Cerberus [61], Google
also propose a small set of specifications for the audit device, Titan [62], and Apple T2 [63]) for various machines.
requiring only existing well-known hardware and software
Generally, the audit device has four specifications: (a) devicefeatures (§VI-B).
interposed storage, (b) multitasking processing unit, (c) device
H ARD L OG implements criticality-aware log protection, key pair, and (d) fail-safe power management.
ensuring that the log entries for critical events are always Device-interposed storage. The device interposes between
synchronously written to the audit device (along with any non- the host machine and the persistent storage medium under its
critical log entries buffered in memory at that time). Conversely, control to store logs. Using trusted software, the audit device
to ensure minimal performance slowdown, frequent non-critical receives logs in its memory and then stores them in the storage
events are logged asynchronously (§VI-C), but with a bounded- medium. This interposition allows the device to implement
asynchronous (§VI-D) guarantee—their log entries are written comprehensive access-control policies on the logs.
to the device within a tiny, bounded delay from their execution.
The audit device enforces an append-only policy for all
H ARD L OG further enables system administrators to remotely
received logs, which ensures tamper-proofness of all stored
retrieve logs from the audit device using a secure communicalogs. The append-only policy is enabled by a monotonicallytion channel that is relayed by the host machine (§VI-E).
increasing index to describe the position (e.g., a file offset)
where
an incoming log entry is stored. This index is safely
A. System Model
stored
inside
the audit device and only the system administrator
H ARD L OG considers an enterprise system auditing
can
re-initialize
the index through a secure communication
model (Fig. 1) with three participants: (a) host machine, (b)
channel
(§VI-E)
to
reuse device storage.
audit device, and (c) system administrator.
The storage medium for the logs is contained in the device.
Host machine. This is an enterprise machine that must be
There
are no special requirements for the storage medium—
audited (e.g., employee laptop or desktop, company servers). It
any
regular
storage medium like SD card, eMMC, or SSD is
has a system component called a logger that monitors securitysufficient.
In
practice, however, if the storage is slower than
related events and generates log entries for them. On machine
the
communication
interface between the device and the host,
startup, the logger waits for the audit device to be ready to
it
would
affect
performance.
In particular, the host might have
receive logs before letting security-related events happen. Once
to
wait
for
the
device
to
be
able
to accept new log entries by
the device is ready, the logger sends the logs to the device
flushing
log
entries
in
its
memory
to the storage (§VI-D).
for secure storage. The host also runs an audit service, a
When
the
storage
medium
is
almost
full, the audit device
communication relay between the device and the administrator
does
not
accept
new
log
entries
to
preserve
all stored log entries.
that enables remote log retrieval.
Simultaneously, the device (a) sends a request to the system
Audit device. The audit device receives logs from the host
administrator using a secure communication channel (§VI-E)
machine via a device communication interface. Once logs are
to ask them to retrieve stored logs and (b) signals the host that
received, the device does not permit modification or deletion,
it has no storage left. Upon receiving this device signal, the
except through commands sent by the system administrator
host (using its logger) blocks any threads that execute securitythrough a secure cryptographic channel.
related events to do not generate new log entries. The device
System administrator. The administrator consumes logs reserves a small space (e.g., a few megabytes) in the storage
produced by the host machine for forensic analysis and periodic medium to store the last few log entries generated before the
health checks. The administrator is remote and communicates host blocks the threads. After the administrator retrieves and
with the host through the network. Then, the administrator uses deletes stored logs, the device allows the host to generate new
the host machine’s audit service (i.e., a relay) to communicate log entries (e.g., resume the execution of blocked threads). A
with the device. The connection between the device and the compromised host may ignore the signal and keep sending
administrator is secured cryptographically. Through this secure logs, but these are simply discarded by the device. As stated
connection, the administrator can retrieve system logs and ask in §V, post-compromise logs have no value.
the device to delete logs that are not required anymore.
It is the administrator’s responsibility to establish a logging
policy that does not exhaust log storage before the logs are
B. Audit Device Specifications
We design a trusted audit device which supports tamper- consumed (e.g., sent off to network storage). In general, such
proof storage with remote device management, unlike existing policies result in only up to a gigabyte of logs each day in
tamper-proof storage devices. Importantly, the audit device enterprise machines [8], [14], [17]. Hence, in benign situations,
is designed using commodity hardware features, so hardware even a moderately-sized (e.g., 64 GB) storage medium gives
vendors can easily implement it either directly on main boards the system administrator ample time (e.g., a few months) to
or as a standalone device that can be connected to machines consume logs and ensure the storage medium is never full.
Multitasking processing unit. The audit device performs
multiple tasks simultaneously, thus it should either be able

through a generic communication interface (e.g., USB). In fact,
we built a prototype device using a commodity development
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Fig. 2. Overall design of H ARD L OG.

to time-share a single processing unit between these tasks or to proceed and the adversary could potentially gain control
have dedicated processing units for each task. In particular, the over the machine. In contrast, on frequent non-critical events,
audit device performs three tasks: (a) receive logs from the H ARD L OG asynchronously sends buffered log entries within a
host machine in its memory, (b) securely store collected logs tiny bounded delay (discussed in §VI-D). H ARD L OG ensures
in its storage medium, and (c) respond to system administrator that the audit device flushes the received log entries, currently in
requests. In practice, since all tasks could simultaneously arrive, device memory, to persistent device storage as fast as possible
having dedicated processing units improves performance but it in an asynchronous manner.
is not an essential requirement.
Synchronous critical event log protection. Fig. 2 ( 1 – 4 )
Device key pair. The system administrator and the device illustrates how log entries are sent synchronously to the audit
must mutually authenticate each other to realize secure remote device on critical events. In particular, an application thread
management. To achieve this, while provisioning each audit tries to execute a security-related event (e.g., system call),
device (e.g., the first time an enterprise host machine is set-up), thus the operating system moves its execution to the kernel
the administrator generates an asymmetric key pair for the logger ( 1 ). The logger creates an entry for the security-related
device and certifies its public portion using their signing key. event and stores it within H OST B UF, a circular buffer that
The administrator also embeds their public key in the device keeps transient log entries in the host machine’s memory ( 2 ).
to allow mutual authentication (§VI-E). These keys are kept Then, the logger checks whether the event is critical based
in the device’s storage, which is shielded from the adversary. on a provisioned list of critical events ( 3 , §IX-A). If the
Fail-safe power management. The audit device can be event is critical, the logger waits for log sender to protect
powered by the host machine for normal operation, but it log entries ( 4a ). Log sender transfers all entries stored within
requires a power backup to gracefully handle power failures. H OST B UF (i.e., prior non-critical entries and the current critical
Otherwise, the device could lose logs that are still in the entry) to the audit device ( 1 , 2 ). After log sender receives
device’s memory or its monotonically-increasing index for confirmation from the audit device, the logger allows the
append-only storage policy (mentioned prior). This is also application thread to proceed and execute the critical event ( 4b ).
important because the adversary might try to shut down the Asynchronous non-critical event log protection. Fig. 2 ( 1 –
audit device as an attack (§VIII-A). In practice, the device only 4 ) also illustrates how non-critical log entries are created and
needs a very short period (e.g., 1 s) power backup to ensure sent asynchronously to the audit device. After creating a log
graceful and secure shutdown, which can be achieved using a entry for an event and storing it in H OST B UF, the logger checks
capacitor [64] even for our unoptimized prototype (§VII).
whether the event is critical ( 1 – 3 ). If the event is non-critical,
the logger allows the application to proceed its execution ( 4b )
C. Log Protection and Storage
without waiting for log sender to have sent the non-critical entry
H ARD L OG employs criticality-aware log protection (§IV). to the audit device (i.e., skip 4a ). Log sender asynchronously
On every infrequent critical event, H ARD L OG synchronously sends the buffered non-critical log entries within a bounded
sends the event’s log entry and all buffered (non-critical) time interval (§VI-D) ( 1 , 2 ).
log entries to the audit device before the event is allowed Asynchronous log storage. Fig. 2 ( 1 – 3 ) illustrates how
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all log entries (critical and non-critical) are asynchronously
stored at the audit device. In particular, H ARD L OG implements
log receiver, a device thread that accepts log entries from the
host machine (i.e., log sender). Log receiver stores all received
entries in a circular in-memory buffer, D EV B UF, instead of
the contained storage medium ( 1 ). This allows log receiver to
quickly acknowledge to the host machine that the log entries
have arrived on the device ( 2 ). The log entries (stored in
D EV B UF) are flushed to the storage medium by another thread,
log storer ( 2 , 3 ), which appends log entries to the storage
using the monotonic index (§VI-B) and increases the index
based on how many entries were stored.

First, H ARD L OG executes the log sender and log receiver
threads at the highest priority on the host and device, respectively. Thus, other processes (both benign and malicious) cannot
preempt the execution of these threads. Note that assigning
such high thread priority requires root privileges [65], [66];
hence, it cannot be manipulated by the non-privileged adversary.
However, a system might have multiple highest priority threads.
In such scenarios, H ARD L OG restricts the remaining (nonH ARD L OG) highest priority threads to a number less than
the machine’s CPU cores, ensuring it can always preempt a
CPU core (e.g., to run log sender when needed). Importantly,
H ARD L OG does not indefinitely reserve a CPU core. Instead,
its threads go to sleep when no log entries are being produced,
allowing other threads to use the CPU core.
Second, H ARD L OG disables all hardware device interrupts,
except interrupts from the audit device, and Inter-Processor
Interrupts (IPIs) on a CPU core when it runs log sender. This
avoids uncontrolled delays during log sender’s execution (e.g.,
due to adversarial interrupts [67]).
Both hardware interrupts and IPIs are disabled using the Local Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller (LAPIC) on
CPU cores [68], [69]. Log sender can ignore IPIs [70] because
they are for (a) process rescheduling, which must not happen
to log sender (given its highest priority), (b) TLB shootdown,
which is irrelevant to log sender because it does not share
memory with other user or non-H ARD L OG threads as well as
it allocates or frees memory by itself, or (c) signaling, which
is not required by log sender.
Although other interrupts—System Management Interrupts (SMIs) and Non-Maskable Interrupts (NMIs)—cannot be
disabled, they are not useful to the non-privileged adversary.
In particular, to arbitrarily insert SMIs via software (to stall
log sender’s execution), the adversary must modify the LAPIC
configuration [71] which requires root privileges. Also, NMIs
are generally raised for critical hardware errors (e.g., power
and RAM failure [72]), so the machine halts.
Non-preemptible resource usage control. H ARD L OG uses
two non-preemptible resources, namely the host to device
communication interface and the storage medium at the audit
device. Since requests sent to these resources are handled by
Direct Memory Access (DMA) engines, they cannot be directly
preempted after requests are sent. This can result in priority
inversion [73], where higher-priority requests (e.g., sending
logs to the device) are delayed since they are enqueued behind
lower-priority requests (e.g., sending queries to the device).
To prevent priority inversion, H ARD L OG controls all threads
that access non-preemptible resources, allowing it to implement
indirect resource preemption with a tightly bounded delay. In
particular, at the host, log sender and host query relay, a kernel
thread that forwards administrator queries to the device, are the
only threads allowed to send DMA requests to the device. At
the device, only log receiver and device query relay, a thread
that sends query responses to the host, can send messages
across the device interface. In addition, only log storer and
query executor, a thread that responds to system administrator
queries, are allowed to send DMA requests to the storage

D. Bounded-Asynchronous Protection Guarantees
H ARD L OG provides a bounded-asynchronous guarantee on
non-critical log entry protection—each non-critical log entry is
sent to the audit device within a tiny bounded delay from the
execution of the corresponding non-critical event. H ARD L OG
achieves bounded-asynchronous guarantees by controlling each
aspect of a non-critical log entry’s protection pipeline, from
its creation on the host machine to its storage within the
device, using well-known real-time techniques. Such control
restricts a non-privileged adversary and other background tasks
from slowing down non-critical log entry protection. This is
important since otherwise the adversary would attempt to detain
as many attack-related log entries as possible in the host to
tamper with them after gaining privilege [17].
The simplest real-time technique is to exclusively dedicate
resources—CPU, communication interface, and storage—across
a log entry’s protection pipeline, but this is not always feasible
since the resources are required for multiple purposes. First,
the host machine’s and audit device’s CPU cores are shared
with other user, system, and H ARD L OG tasks. Second, the
host uses the single communication interface to send both logs
and administrator queries to the audit device as well as to
receive responses from it. Third, the device uses its storage
medium to store logs received from the host and retrieve logs
on administrator queries.
To reason about controlling these resources given H ARD L OG’s constraints, we classify them based on whether they can
be acquired (or preempted) when needed into (a) preemptible
resources (i.e., CPU) and (b) non-preemptible resources (i.e.,
communication interface and storage). For preemptible resources, H ARD L OG employs task prioritization to control these
resources whenever needed. In contrast, H ARD L OG controls
all usage of non-preemptible resources to assign them to the
critical tasks with a small, bounded delay. Furthermore, H ARD L OG isolates micro-architectural components (e.g., Translation
Lookaside Buffer (TLB) and caches) at the host to ensure that
the adversary and background tasks do not affect log protection.
Preemptible resource task prioritization. H ARD L OG employs CPU preemption to ensure that log transmission and
handling proceed whenever necessary. For robust prioritization,
H ARD L OG ensures the following two configurations with the
help of the host and device operating systems.
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medium. Please refer to §VI-E for additional details about the worst case, a non-critical log entry might arrive right after log
query relays and query executor threads.
sender has started to send the previous entries.
tb is decided by whether log receiver is ready to receive
H ARD L OG uses chunking [74] to ensure that lower-priority
threads (i.e., both query relays and query executor) break- logs in memory (D EV B UF). Log receiver is always ready if
down their requests to non-preemptible resources into small D EV B UF is large and storage write throughput is higher than
chunks (512 B for storage and communication devices). These that of the communication interface, ensuring D EV B UF always
requests complete in a small bounded amount of time, allowing has free space. In this case, tb is the time to send H OST B UF
H ARD L OG to preempt a lower-priority thread’s execution and across the communication interface. Otherwise, tb is both the
time it takes (a) to send H OST B UF across the communication
resource usage when higher-priority threads must execute.
Importantly, the interface between host machine and audit interface and (b) to flush D EV B UF to storage at the device.
H OST B UF’s size also affects application performance. In
device must be dedicated for H ARD L OG to avoid uncontrolled
particular,
if H OST B UF is full, the logger blocks application
transmission delays. This is trivial if the device is embedded in
threads
that
execute any security-related events until all log
a main board or connected using a link that provides a dedicated
entries
kept
in
H OST B UF are sent to the device in order to not
point-to-point connection (e.g., PCIe). For other shared bus
drop
them.
Thus,
the administrator should select H OST B UF’s
interfaces (e.g., USB), the machine or user should ensure that
size
based
on
the
maximum
acceptable log protection delay and
no other device shares the same bus.
performance requirements. We show that our prototype impleMicro-architectural component isolation. H ARD L OG isomentation achieves a 15 ms bounded protection delay (§VIII-B)
lates the use of shared micro-architectural components (e.g.,
with only a 6.3% performance slowdown (§IX).
TLBs and caches) to ensure the non-privileged adversary cannot
abuse them to slow down log sender’s execution [75]–[78]. For E. Remote Log Retrieval and Filtration
instance, if Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) is enabled at
H ARD L OG enables the system administrator to securely
the host, the adversary might try to abuse sharing of per-core retrieve all or a filtered set of log entries from the audit device
components like L1/L2 caches to evict log sender’s cache-lines, through a remote connection. H ARD L OG achieves this using
which forces log sender to retrieve its cache-lines from memory. (a) a host-based communication relay between the device and
Similar eviction scenarios can occur at the cross-core Last- administrator and (b) a device query execution library that
Level Cache (LLC) if the adversary accesses a lot of memory handles queries from the administrator.
from another CPU core to fill up the LLC.
Secure host-based communication relay. H ARD L OG enables
To isolate per-core components, H ARD L OG preempts any
the host machine to forward administrator queries using the
thread that is executing simultaneously on log sender’s CPU
host’s communication interface to the device. Importantly, the
core when log sender is scheduled. This prevents the adversary
communication between the administrator and the device is
from abusing any per-core components. Furthermore, to prevent
mutually-authenticated and encrypted based on an Authentithe abuse of the cross-core LLC, H ARD L OG employs cache parcated Key Exchange (AKE) protocol such as Transport Layer
titioning using Intel Cache Allocation Technology (CAT) [68],
Security (TLS). The administrator can initiate the AKE protocol
which is widely available in recent Intel machines. This ensures
whenever they want to manage the audit device (e.g., retrieve
efficient and comprehensive partitioning of log sender’s LLC
logs and free device storage). The audit device does the same
lines from all other CPU cores [79].
to notify the administrator when its storage is full.
Bounded thread execution. Once H ARD L OG ensures that the
H ARD L OG uses the device key pair and administrator’s
adversary and other tasks cannot interfere with its log sender public key provisioned on the audit device (§VI-B) to create
and log receiver threads, as mentioned in the previous headings, the AKE channel, which is terminated inside the device. This is
it must bound the execution time of these threads to set the similar to how Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) employs
maximum protection delay for non-critical log entries.
the host machine as an untrusted network transport [80], [81].
Bounded thread execution for log sender and receiver Even after a host compromise, the attacker cannot pretend to be
requires (a) no indefinite code execution paths (e.g., no infinite the administrator. Nevertheless, attackers can stop relaying netloops without sleep or reschedule) and (b) a bounded amount work communication and prevent remote administrators from
of data is sent and received by these threads. The former is retrieving logs until a compromised machine is recovered (using
achieved by carefully writing the log sender and receiver code. mechanisms discussed in §X).
The latter is achieved by controlling the H OST B UF size to
Fig. 2 ( A – E , A – C ) illustrates how the communication
ensure, even in the worst case where H OST B UF is full, log relay works. In particular, H ARD L OG implements an audit
sender takes a fixed amount of time to send log entries.
service at the host machine which creates a network channel
After bounding thread execution, the maximum log protec- with the system administrator to receive queries ( A ). The
tion delay dp is 2tb + c, where tb is the maximum time it takes audit service sends received queries to the in-kernel query
for log sender to send the entire H OST B UF across the device handler ( B ) which buffers the query in host memory ( C ).
communication interface and receive an acknowledgment from Then, query relay in the host kernel sends the query to the audit
log receiver, while c represents the (constant) maximum time device ( D , E ). The audit device then receives the query ( A ,
it takes to preempt other resources. It is 2tb because, in the B ) and executes it using query executor ( C ). Afterwards, the
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H ARD L OG’s log protection delay did not change when we
partitioned log sender’s core to LLC/8 (1.5 MiB) or left it
unpartitioned. This shows that log sender’s working set is
smaller than 1.5 MiB. Based on our code inspection, it must
be significantly smaller than 1.5 MiB because log sender only
accesses a few statically allocated variables and BIO structures.
More importantly, it is effectively constant: it does not depend
on background tasks or anything the attacker could affect.
The audit service relays administrator queries to the audit
device. It employs the IOCTL interface with the logger kernel
module to send queries to the device and receive responses.
This allows the logger to break down and pause query-related
traffic to prioritize the sending of log entries (§VI-D).

TABLE III
S OURCE LINES OF CODE [82] OF THE H ARD L OG IMPLEMENTATION .
Component
Host machine
Logger
Audit service
Audit device
Receiver
Query executor

Base

SLoC

Linux kernel audit
N/A

1613
148

USB mass storage gadget
N/A

626
410

device sends back the query result to the host audit process
which relays the result to the administrator.
Device query execution. H ARD L OG implements a query
execution library on the audit device to handle administrator B. Audit Device Components
queries, which supports log retrieval and filtration as well Hardware. We used a ROCKPro64 development board [34]
as authenticated log deletion. The library also compresses for our audit device. The board is significantly more powerful
query results to reduce data transmitted through the network. than what H ARD L OG requires (§VI-B)—we chose it because
Like some prior audit systems [44], H ARD L OG supports the it supports a USB 3.0 OTG connection that we used as a
following parameters for log filtration: (a) process name or device-interposed communication interface. The board has two
identifier and (b) event type. Also, H ARD L OG allows the big (Cortex A72 at 1.8 GHz) and four little (Cortex A53 at
administrator to delete logs that are no longer needed to reuse 1.4 GHz) cores with 2 GiB of on-board system memory. We
storage on the audit device.
attached a 250 GB NVMe SSD (WD SN550) to the board
using its PCIe 2.0 (x4) interface. In practice, the audit device
VII. I MPLEMENTATION
does not require such a large storage (§VI-B). We provisioned
We implemented H ARD L OG for a Linux host machine to the device key pair in the storage.
demonstrate its feasibility and effectiveness (Table III).
Our prototype is powered independently from the host
machine. Thus, the attacker cannot shut it down. Based on our
A. Host Machine Components
analysis, a capacitor [64] can also power our prototype for a
Hardware. This machine featured an Intel Core i7-8700 CPU few seconds. This does not affect our evaluation.
with 6 cores (12 SMT threads), 12 MiB LLC, 16 GiB RAM, and
The monetary cost for our prototype device was $120 ($60
a 512 GB NVMe SSD (Samsung 970 Pro) connected through each for the ROCKPro64 and storage). However, this is an
a PCIe 3.0 (x4) interface.
unoptimized implementation with components purchased at
Software. The host machine ran Elementary OS 5.1.7 (Hera) retail cost. We expect that hardware vendors can build an
with Linux kernel v5.4.97. We implemented two components optimized implementation at a significantly lower cost.
for the host machine: (a) a logger and (b) an audit service.
Software. The audit device ran Armbian 21.05.1 (Buster)
The logger extends the Linux kernel Audit (kaudit) using with Linux kernel v4.4.213 and presented itself as a USB mass
a loadable kernel module to send log entries to the audit storage drive to the host. We implemented two components
device (§VI-C). The logger (a) creates and manages H OST B UF for the audit device: (a) log receiver and (b) query executor.
and (b) spawns log sender and host query relay threads (Fig. 2).
Log receiver extends the USB mass storage gadget [84] to
Log sender and query relay use Block IO (BIO) [83], which implement append-only storage for incoming log entries and
bypasses the Virtual File System (VFS), to directly send the respond to queries from the administrator. Log receiver exposes
audit device log entries and queries.
three interposed device endpoints—log, query, and response—
The logger uses task priority and interrupt control to to the host. The log endpoint is for receiving log entries, while
implement real-time techniques. Log sender is set to the maxi- the rest are used for queries and responses, respectively.
mum (real-time) priority using Linux scheduling primitives. To
Log receiver keeps a monotonically-increasing index to
ensure selective interrupt delivery, the logger sets log sender’s enforce append-only semantics for received logs. The index
affinity to a CPU core and configures the operating system to is persisted to storage. On startup, it (a) allocates D EV B UF
only send audit device interrupts to the core when it runs log to store incoming log entries in device memory, (b) spawns
sender. Specifically, it uses smp_affinity to control hardware a log storer thread to asynchronously flush log entries from
interrupts and preempt_disable to control IPIs.
D EV B UF to a persistent file, and (c) spawns a query relay
The logger uses Intel CAT [68] to isolate the LLC. In thread to deliver a query to query executor.
particular, it uses Model-Specific Registers (MSRs) to allocate
We configured D EV B UF’s size to 256 MiB—this was enough
a small partition (LLC/8) to the CPU core where log sender to ensure the device always had space to keep incoming log
is always scheduled and the rest to the other CPU cores. We entries in memory. As mentioned in §VI-D, if D EV B UF is small
experimentally verified (using the workloads in §VIII-B) that and storage write throughput is less than device communication
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TABLE IV
P OTENTIAL ATTACKS ON H ARD L OG AND DEFENSES . T HE HORIZONTAL
LINE DEMARCATES ATTACKS BEFORE AND AFTER PRIVILEGE ESCALATION .

Attack

H ARD L OG defense

Log protection slowdown
Run many threads [17]
Raise interrupts [67]
Abuse micro-arch. components
Execute many events [17]
Log deletion
Delete entry at host
Delete entry in device
Shut down device
Log modification
Insert entry in prior logs
Reorder prior entries
Change a prior entry
Fill device with entries
Relay communication
Forge entries sent to sysadmin
Replay sysadmin commands

Prioritize log sender
Do not send to log sender
Isolate log sender components
Bound H OST B UF size

(§VI-D)
(§VI-D)
(§VI-D)
(§VI-D)

Protect before attack (§VI-C–§VI-D)
Require signed requests (§VI-B)
Use fail-safe power (§VI-B)
Only append
Only append
Only append
Do not overwrite

entries
entries
entries
entries

(§VI-B)
(§VI-B)
(§VI-B)
(§VI-B)

Authenticated secure conn. (§VI-E)
Authenticated secure conn. (§VI-E)

throughput, D EV B UF can get full. This is not the case for our
prototype as the observed write throughput from D EV B UF to
the device storage (PCIe 2.0, ∼800 MB/s) is higher than the
observed write throughput from the host machine to the audit
device (USB 3.0, ∼240 MB/s) as shown in Table II.
Query executor responds to queries (i.e., log retrieval, filtration, and authenticated deletion) from the system administrator.
For log filtration, it accepts two filters: process identifier and
event type. Once a query is serviced, query executor compresses
the response using the pigz compression software and writes
the result to the response endpoint. While reading from or
writing to storage, query executor breaks down its storage
accesses into 512 B chunks, allowing rapid preemption (§VI-D).
The host machine (using its audit service) polls the response
endpoint periodically to check whether a response is ready.
VIII. S ECURITY A NALYSIS AND VALIDATION
This section analyzes H ARD L OG’s security through possible
attacks, evaluates its bounded-asynchronous guarantees, and
discusses its concise attack surface.
A. Defense Analysis
The adversary (whose capabilities are mentioned in §V) can
launch attacks before and after privilege escalation. Table IV
provides a list of possible attacks and H ARD L OG’s defenses.
Prevent log protection slowdown attacks. Before escalating
privilege, the adversary can stress H ARD L OG’s log entry
protection pipeline (§VI-C) to delay protection of non-critical
log entries to tamper with as many log entries as possible. They
can try to (a) create many threads to stress CPU resources and
potentially hinder log sender’s execution, (b) raise frequent
interrupts to slow down log sender, (c) abuse micro-architectural
contention to delay log sender, and (d) execute many securityrelated events to cause a delay in sending H OST B UF. To prevent
these attacks, H ARD L OG uses robust techniques (§VI-D),
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including real-time ones, to ensure that log protection is not
affected by the adversary. Please refer to §VIII-B for an
experimental validation.
First, H ARD L OG ensures that log sender always executes at
the highest priority and the number of non-H ARD L OG threads
at the highest priority is always smaller than the CPU cores.
Hence, log sender is not preempted by adversary-controlled
threads, no matter how many threads the adversary creates.
Second, H ARD L OG ensures all IPIs and hardware device
interrupts, except from the audit device, are not sent to the
CPU core running log sender. Therefore, the adversary cannot
slow down log sender’s execution through these interrupts.
Also, recall that the remaining interrupts (i.e., SMIs and NMIs)
cannot be controlled by the adversary (§VI-D).
Third, H ARD L OG isolates the per-core micro-architectural
components (e.g., TLB and L1/L2 cache) and cross-core LLC
partition used by log sender. Hence, the adversary cannot affect
log sender’s execution through these components.
Finally, H OST B UF’s size is fixed by the system administrator
to a certain worst-case delay bound (tb ) for sending the entire
buffer. If H OST B UF is full, H ARD L OG pauses application
threads which try to execute security-related events to ensure
that no log entry is dropped. Hence, even if the attacker executes
many security-related events, they can neither slow down log
protection nor cause log entries to be dropped.
Prevent log deletion attacks. After escalating privilege,
the adversary can try to (a) delete log entries on the host
machine (in H OST B UF), (b) ask the audit device to delete logs,
or (c) cut off the audit device’s power to make the device lose
its transient in-memory log entries (in D EV B UF).
To prevent log deletion, H ARD L OG ensures that logs
are synchronously sent to the audit device before critical
events are executed and the adversary potentially gains privilege (§VI-C). For non-critical events, H ARD L OG ensures a
bounded-asynchronous protection delay (§VI-D). Our experiments suggest that this delay can be as small as 15 ms for our
prototype, suitable to prevent strong attacks (§VIII-B).
Once entries are protected inside the audit device, it does not
accept log deletion requests that are not from the administrator.
Since the adversary cannot circumvent the secure connection
between the administrator and the audit device (§VI-E), they
have no way to send valid log deletion requests.
In addition, H ARD L OG requires that the audit device has failsafe power management (§VI-B). Thus, transient in-memory
logs (in D EV B UF) are stored persistently, even if the adversary
cuts off the device’s main power supply.
Prevent log modification attacks. A privileged adversary can
try to tamper with existing logs (already stored on the audit
device). H ARD L OG implements a simple defense for all log
modification attacks: the device only accepts logs from the
host in an append-only manner (§VI-B).
The adversary can also try to fill the device with log entries
to overwrite their attack trace. However, if the audit device’s
storage is full, it will stop accepting new log entries. Hence,
the adversary is unable to overwrite existing logs.
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Fig. 3. CDF shows relation between H OST B UF size and H ARD L OG’s boundedasynchronous guarantees for non-critical events.

Recall that, if the adversary fills up device storage before
compromise to evade attack logging, the host pauses any thread
trying to execute security-related events until the administrator
has freed up enough storage space on the device (§VI-B). Thus,
no log entries before the compromise are lost.
Prevent relay communication attacks. A privileged adversary
can attempt to subvert the host-relayed communication between
the device and the administrator. In particular, they can
attempt to forge query responses or replay previous commands.
To prevent this, H ARD L OG establishes a secure mutuallyauthenticated connection (§VI-E) between the device and the
system administrator (using their public-private key pairs).
B. Bounded-Asynchronous Guarantee Validation

Maximum log protection delay results. Fig. 3 shows the
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of non-critical log
entry protection delay on each run with different H OST B UF
sizes. We observe that a 1 MB H OST B UF results in a maximum
delay of less than 15 ms for non-critical log entries, while a
10 MB H OST B UF has a maximum delay of 83 ms. In addition,
we noticed a negligible difference with or without background
query communication, hence we did not show the curve without
background query communication in the figure.
The observed maximum delay is close to the theoretical
maximum delay, dp = 2tb + c (§VI-D), as tb for a 1 MB
buffer sent to our prototype audit device is ∼6 ms (Table V).
This shows that H ARD L OG’s real-time techniques (§VI-D)
are effective at preventing the adversary from affecting the
protection delay as we analyzed in §VIII-A.
Attack trace protection. Attackers must bypass existing
kernel protections, such as Kernel ASLR and Supervisor Mode
Access Prevention (SMAP), before having enough control over
the system to destroy logs. This may involve many securityrelated events. For example, both in our experiments with real
exploits [86] and in the proof-of-concept of prior research [17],
we observe that attacks consist of long system call sequences
which can easily take more than hundreds of milliseconds.
Hence, even if attacks only use non-critical events and attempt
to remove log entries immediately after gaining privileges,
H ARD L OG’s small protection delay (e.g., 15 ms for a 1 MB
H OST B UF) ensures that the vast majority of attack-related
events are logged safely.
Importantly, H ARD L OG synchronously protects all buffered
logs on critical events. Hence, for attacks where a machine is
compromised at a critical event—most real-world attacks [1],
[31], [32]—the entire attack trace is available.

H ARD L OG provides a bounded-asynchronous delay on noncritical log protection (§VI-D). In this regard, this section
first describes the maximum delay for non-critical log entry
protection when the adversary, before escalating privilege, is
actively trying to stress H ARD L OG’s log protection pipeline by C. Attack Surface Analysis
producing many log entries. Then, it discusses why H ARD L OG
H ARD L OG’s audit device attack surface is tiny and confined.
ensures real-world attack traces are protected even under In particular, unlike the host machine that exposes a broad
asynchronous protection delays.
collection of interfaces to potential attackers (e.g., applications
Experiment description. Our adversarial process spawns 12 and hardware devices), the audit device only has a single
threads, one for each logical core of our host machine (§VII). exposed interface (e.g., a USB interface for our prototype).
Each thread sequentially executes the getpid system call 10,000 Also, although we used Linux to rapidly prototype the audit
times. Since getpid is the fastest system call [85], the machine device, in practice, verified operating system kernels [87] or
produces log entries as fast as possible.
tiny real-time operating systems [88] can support our simple
Note that this is an aggressive test of H ARD L OG’s protection requirements. The device can be further shielded using existing
pipeline by a non-privileged attacker. In particular, H ARD L OG interface hardening techniques [89]–[92], verified parsers [93],
disables attacker-controlled interrupts against its log sender and verified cryptographic libraries [94].
and isolates micro-architectural components (§VI-D), hence
IX. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
attacks through them are entirely ineffective.
This section describes H ARD L OG’s application perforGiven bounded-asynchronous protections (§VI-D) and our
implementation with sufficient D EV B UF (§VII-B), the maxi- mance (using several micro-benchmarks and real-world promum log protection delay should be decided by H OST B UF’s grams) and query handling performance.
size, hence we tested various sizes from 1 MB to 10 MB.
A. Setup
We also configured the audit service to continuously send
administrator log retrieval queries to the device for observing Monitored critical and non-critical events. We monitored
the impact of relay query communication on the maximum forensically-relevant system calls using the rule set employed
delay. We repeated this experiment 1000 times for each buffer by prior audit systems [3], [14], [17], [95]. Amongst these,
and measured the maximum log protection delay each time.
we selected 11 system calls to be critical since they are
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TABLE V
AVERAGE SYNCHRONOUS LOG PROTECTION TIME FOR VARIOUS H OST B UF
SIZES AND STORAGE DEVICES .
Storage Device

Delay (ms) per H OST B UF size

WORM USB 2.0 Drive [49]
WORM SD Card [50]
USB 3.0 NVMe SSD [97]
H ARD L OG’s USB 3.0 Audit Device

Perf. overhead (times)

prevalent in exploit payloads [1], [31], [32], [54]–[56]. These
system calls are for process creation, binary execution, or
tracing (fork, vfork, clone, execve, execveat, and ptrace)
and permission changes (chmod, setgid, setreuid, setresuid,
and setuid). The remaining 33 system calls—open, close,
creat, openat, read, readv, write, writev, sendto, recvfrom,
sendmsg, recvmsg, connect, accept, accept4, mmap, link,
symlink, mknod, mknodat, dup, dup2, dup3, bind, rename, pipe,
pipe2, truncate, sendfile, unlink, unlinkat, socketpair,
and splice—were configured as non-critical events. They
include important file system and network system calls that
are used by attackers to prepare exploit payloads.
Audit system configurations. We compared H ARD L OG with
Linux’s default audit system, AUDITD. We chose this system
because it is widely deployed in enterprise machines (e.g., Red
Hat Enterprise Linux uses AUDITD [96]). Additionally, other
audit systems [14], [17] are even slower than AUDITD because they incorporate tamper-evident protection into AUDITD.
Hence, H ARD L OG’s comparison to AUDITD also provides a
performance reference against such audit systems.
AUDITD employs a user-level daemon to collect and asynchronously store all log entries in the host’s unprotected storage.
With AUDITD, the kernel keeps all log entries in an in-memory
backlog queue before sending them to the user-level daemon.
We configured a 1 million entry space in the backlog queue
(taking up to ∼300 MB memory) and ensured that AUDITD
waits for entries to be flushed if the queue is full.
We configured H ARD L OG with a 1 MB H OST B UF, ensuring
a small maximum protection delay of 15 ms (§VIII-B). In
practice, keeping a larger buffer improves performance at the
cost of a higher maximum protection delay and vice versa.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between H ARD L OG and AUDITD on lmbench file creation
and system call benchmarks.

drives. This is expected since both WORM drives are built for
archival purposes and not optimized for fast storage. Compared
to the USB 3.0 SSD, the audit device takes up to 40% more
time. We believe this is because the SSD firmware is specialized
for fast storage operations, unlike our audit device’s USB mass
storage gadget [84] that emulates USB storage.

C. lmbench System Call Benchmarks
B. Synchronous Log Protection Microbenchmarks
Since systems calls are typically monitored by enterprise
H ARD L OG pauses application threads to synchronously audit systems, we measured the slowdown of individual system
protect logs on critical events, which reduces performance. This calls using both H ARD L OG and AUDITD.
section quantifies the pause time for synchronous protection. Settings. We ran lmbench [35], a popular operating system
AUDITD does not synchronously protect any logs, so it is test suite. In particular, we ran its latency benchmarks for (a)
irrelevant to this experiment.
file system creates and deletes and (b) general system calls,
Settings. On a critical event, the pause time depends on (a) which were most relevant to our monitored events. Note that
the number of log entries residing in H OST B UF and (b) the all these benchmarks produced non-critical events only, and
speed of the storage device and interface. To measure the both H ARD L OG and AUDITD asynchronously handled them.
worst-case protection time, we ran a workload that executes Results. Fig. 4 shows the results of our experiment. In parnumerous non-critical events (i.e., getpid) to fill H OST B UF ticular, over native (non-audited) Linux execution, H ARD L OG
with non-critical log entries and then executes a critical event incurs 0.0–6.9× performance overhead while AUDITD incurs
(i.e., execve). At the critical event, we measured the time taken 0.1–14.8× performance overhead.
to send all buffered log entries to a storage device using DMA
This performance overhead is expected because, for both
requests. This is the additional time that a thread is paused H ARD L OG and AUDITD, the Linux kernel performs two heavy
for. We repeated this experiment with various H OST B UF sizes tasks [14]: (a) passes each system call invocation through a
(1–10 MB). For comparison, we used four different storage filter to determine whether it must be monitored and (b) creates
devices—state-of-the-art commercial WORM 32 GB USB 2.0 an ASCII-based log entry (of 200–1024 B) for each monitored
drive [49] and SD card [50], a Toshiba 256 GB BG3 NVMe system call. The log entry has this size since it contains detailed
SSD [97] connected using a USB 3.0 enclosure, and our information to aid analysis, such as a timestamp, system call
prototype USB 3.0 audit device. We ran each experiment 100 parameters, and process (or user) context (§II).
times and averaged the results.
In addition, we observe that some tests (read, write, and
Results. Table V shows the results. The audit device’s pause open+close in Fig. 4) incur higher overheads than the rest.
time is up to 23.6× and 3.1× lower than that of the WORM The reason is that these tests are very short system call tests,
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which perform fast in-memory computations. For example, the
read test measures how long it takes to read one byte from
/dev/zero while the write test measures the time to write
one byte to /dev/null [98]. Thus, the performance impact of
filtering and creating a log entry for these tests is high.
Interestingly, H ARD L OG’s overhead is up to 2.1× lower
than AUDITD’s in these tests. Our analysis revealed two main
reasons for such lower overhead.
First, AUDITD sends log entries from the kernel to its userlevel daemon—to store them in host storage—via the Linux
Netlink interface [99]. However, AUDITD’s use of Netlink is
inefficient because it encapsulates each log entry into a network
packet along with a large packet header [100].
Second, AUDITD uses the Linux event queues for its backlog
queue, requiring multiple memory copies to enqueue or dequeue
log entries. In contrast, H ARD L OG directly sends log entries
from the kernel to the audit device using a circular buffer (i.e.,
H OST B UF) that is directly accessible to the DMA engine. Thus,
it realizes zero-copy within the host kernel memory.
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Fig. 5. Performance of H ARD L OG and AUDITD on diverse real-world programs.
The time taken to execute each program without auditing from left to right
was (in seconds) 120.3, 39.9, 3.8, 60.0, 5.4, 64.9, 82.2, and 82.0.

D. Real-world Programs
We evaluate H ARD L OG’s real-world performance using
eight popular applications in various categories for enterprise
machines and compared this with AUDITD.
Settings. Web browsers like Firefox [36] and scientific
Fig. 6. Event statistics for real-world programs.
computation software like GNU Octave [37] are common
productivity tools. We evaluated Firefox using the Speedometer [101] benchmark which measures the responsiveness of web 9.5%. The performance difference between H ARD L OG and
applications. For GNU Octave, we used the built-in benchmark AUDITD is especially pronounced in memcached (10% versus
50%) and Redis (48% versus 64%). The reason is that these
to run reference GNU Octave scripts.
Network-facing programs like web servers are employed in key-value store programs executed a significant number of
many enterprise servers and face threats from remote attackers. read and write system calls, thus they produced many log
Thus, we evaluated NGINX [38] using the ApacheBench (ab) entries per second (487k and 313k, respectively).
We also ran the real-world programs while disabling H ARD benchmark [102] to send 10,000 requests for a 1 kB file using
L OG’s micro-architectural component isolation, illustrated as
12 concurrent threads in a local setting.
Like web servers, key-value stores and database systems H ARD L OG (no isolation) in Fig. 5, which showed an overhead
are also essential to enterprise servers. Hence, we evaluated of 4.7% (a 1.6% improvement). This is expected since H ARD two key-value stores, Redis [39] and memcached [40], and L OG’s micro-architectural component isolation protections are
a database program, SQLite [41]. We ran the key-value lightweight. Specifically, H ARD L OG only preempts a CPU
stores using their official benchmarks, redis-benchmark [103] core (both SMT threads in it) when needed for log entry
and memaslap [104], respectively. In particular, for redis- protection. Moreover, H ARD L OG allocates a small (1/8) LLC
benchmark, we ran its individual GET and SET benchmarks us- partition to log sender. This has a low system impact on the
ing default benchmark settings. Also, we configured memaslap remaining threads (for most programs) because they can still
to retrieve a 9:1 split of GET and SET key-value pairs for access a significant portion (7/8) of the LLC [79], [106].
Our evaluated real-world programs executed critical events
1 minute using a concurrency level of 16. Finally, we ran the
significantly less frequently than non-critical events (Fig. 6).
official speedtest for SQLite.
We also evaluated file compression (7-Zip [42]) and cryp- Except for GNU Octave, all programs executed less than 20
tographic programs (OpenSSL [43]) using their benchmarks critical events per second, thus the impact of synchronously
storing critical log entries was minimal. GNU Octave (the
written for the Phoronix Test Suite [105].
We ran each application ten times and averaged the results. worst case) produced 73 critical events per second on average,
Results. Fig. 5 illustrates H ARD L OG and AUDITD’s perfor- mostly for binary execution (i.e., execve). This explains why
mance overhead over native Linux execution. Fig. 6 shows GNU Octave was slower with H ARD L OG than AUDITD which
how many log entries were produced by each program per does not synchronously protect log entries.
Takeaway. Across diverse programs, H ARD L OG performs
second and how many of these entries were critical.
Considering all evaluated programs, H ARD L OG’s geometric comparably to AUDITD, a widely deployed audit system in
mean performance overhead was 6.3%, while AUDITD’s was enterprise machines [44]. These results indicate that there is not
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a significant performance hurdle towards H ARD L OG’s practical
deployment on enterprise machines.

Intel vPRO [111], and AMD PRO [112]). Alternatively, the
audit device could be extended with a network card to enable
direct remote management from a system administrator.
System slowdown through H OST B UF. Every audit system,
including H ARD L OG, must pause threads that execute any
security-related event when the in-memory log buffer (e.g.,
H OST B UF) is full to avoid losing log entries. Attackers might
abuse this feature to slow down the system. One way to prevent
such attacks is to establish rate-limited quotas on how many
security-related events allowed per second by profiling benign
program behavior [113]. We leave this to future work.

E. Query Handling

This section describes H ARD L OG’s performance related to
administrator’s log retrieval queries.
Settings. We ran an assorted set of programs continuously to
send 1 GiB worth of logs (the average size of logs generated
daily on an enterprise machine [8]) to the audit device. Then,
we sent a log retrieval query to the device from the host’s
audit service. Concurrently, to keep the device communication
interface busy, we ran a stress testing program at the host
XI. OTHER R ELATED WORK
machine that executes 100,000 getpid system calls each second
Efficient logging. Existing audit systems (e.g., AUDITD) rely
while logging them using H ARD L OG.
Results. The response was received at the host machine’s audit on user-level software components to store logs in local or
service in 26 s. In particular, the device’s query executor took remote storage. Thus, their performance bottleneck is the slow
9 s to read logs from its storage and 5 s to compress them. Once communication channel between the kernel and user-space (e.g.,
compressed, the response size became ∼30 MB only because Netlink) [100]. To avoid this bottleneck, more efficient audit
logs are ASCII strings that can be compressed significantly. systems [100], [114], [115] employ shared memory between
These operations took long, based on the storage performance kernel and user-space components. Unlike them, H ARD L OG
(∼1 GB/s read throughput), because query executor reads from enables its kernel component to directly send logs to the audit
device without relying on user-space components.
storage in 512 B chunks (§VI-D).
Log storage overhead is also a problem for audit systems.
When the response was ready, the host’s query relay thread
To
decrease storage overhead, some audit systems use either
took 12 s to retrieve it through the USB 3.0 interface to the
lossy
[116]–[120] or lossless [121]–[125] log reduction techaudit device. This is expected since host query relay’s access
niques.
If a powerful audit device is used, H ARD L OG can be
to the USB interface is paused frequently by log sender to
programmed
to employ such extensive compression techniques
prioritize log protection. Without concurrent logging, it only
to
reduce
device
storage utilization.
took 8 s to retrieve this response. While our experiment did
not include sending data to a remote system administrator, in Secure storage and TEEs. Researchers have proposed secure
storage for TEEs and general-purpose secure storage based on
practice, this time merely depends on the uplink speed.
TEEs. For example, several researchers have developed secure
X. D ISCUSSION
local storage for SGX with a custom FPGA [126] or SSD [127].
An
audit system can potentially use these techniques as a secure
Frequent critical events. Certain programs could execute
location
for system logs (i.e., first send log entries to a usersome critical events frequently and introduce a non-negligible
space
SGX
application and then to a secure storage device),
synchronous log protection overhead. Thus, the administrator
but
this
will
incur significant protection delay due to multiple
can decide to asynchronously protect some frequent critical
privilege
transitions
and data copies. General-purpose secure
events for such programs. Recall that H ARD L OG’s boundedstorage
based
on
Intel
Trusted Execution Technology (TXT)
asynchronous guarantees ensure that an overwhelming portion
and
a
Self-Encrypting
Drive
(SED) [128] does not require a
of an attack trace is still protected (§VIII-B).
user-space service. However, its overhead is still substantial
Other micro-architectural components. Apart from the
because all CPU execution context must be suspended to
LLC, other components (e.g., cache directories [107] and CPU
securely store or retrieve data [129], [130]. Although Arm
ring interconnects [108]) are shared between different CPU
TrustZone-based solutions [131]–[134] are generally efficient,
cores, but the hardware does not currently support isolating
TrustZone is unavailable on most enterprise machines (which
these components. If such isolation is supported in the future,
are overwhelmingly x86-based). In contrast, H ARD L OG’s audit
H ARD L OG can be extended to apply it. Note that contention
device enables fast secure storage on any architecture.
on many of these remaining components likely introduces a
XII. C ONCLUSION
minor delay because their contention does not evict cached
contents [108]. Thus, even with such contention, H ARD L OG’s
H ARD L OG employs a novel storage device to protect system
log protection delay is still likely bounded to a low number.
logs in the case of a machine compromise. On critical events,
Post-compromise log retrieval. H ARD L OG securely keeps H ARD L OG synchronously protects all buffered log entries. On
logs even after a host compromise. However, if the com- all other events, H ARD L OG bounded-asynchronously protects
promised host stops relaying network communications, an log entries (i.e., within a small delay from their creation).
administrator must recover the machine to retrieve logs either Our evaluation across diverse real-world programs shows that
physically or through remote recovery mechanisms (e.g., H ARD L OG ensures a protection delay of only 15 ms for nonCIDER [109], Baseboard Management Controller (BMC) [110], critical entries with a small performance overhead of 6.3%.
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